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Background: Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and periodontitis (PD) are correlated, although the pathogenic mechanism behind 
their correlation has not been clarified. This study aims to explore the common signature genes and potential therapeutic targets of IBD 
and PD using transcriptomic analysis.
Methods: The GEO database was used to download datasets of IBD and PD, and differential expression analysis was used to identify 
DEGs. We then conducted GO and KEGG enrichment analyses of the shared genes. Next, we applied 4 machine learning (ML) 
algorithms (GLM, RF, GBM, and SVM) to select the best prediction model for diagnosing the disease and obtained the hub genes of 
IBD and PD. The diagnostic value of the signature genes was verified by a validation set and qRT‒PCR experiments. Subsequently, 
immune cell infiltration in IBD samples and PD samples was analyzed by ssGSEA. Finally, we investigated and validated the response 
of hub genes to infliximab therapy.
Results: We identified 43 upregulated genes as shared genes by intersecting the DEGs of IBD and PD. Functional enrichment analysis 
suggested that the shared genes were closely associated with immunity and inflammation. The ML algorithm and qRT‒PCR results 
indicated that IGKC and COL4A1 were the hub genes with the most diagnostic value for IBD and PD. Subsequently, through immune 
infiltration analysis, CD4 T cells, NK cells and neutrophils were identified to play crucial roles in the pathogenesis of IBD and PD. 
Finally, through in vivo and in vitro experiments, we found that IGKC and COL4A1 were significantly downregulated during the 
treatment of patients with IBD using infliximab.
Conclusion: We investigated the potential association between IBD and PD using transcriptomic analysis. The IGKC and COL4A1 
genes were identified as characteristic genes and novel intervention targets for these two diseases. Infliximab may be used to treat or 
prevent IBD and PD.
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Introduction
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic recurrent autoimmune-related inflammatory disease that includes ulcerative 
colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD). At present, the pathophysiology of IBD is still not completely known, but it mainly 
involves genetic susceptibility, gut microbiota, lifestyle, environmental factors and immune inflammatory responses.1,2 In 
clinical practice, in addition to gastrointestinal symptoms, approximately 1/3 of IBD patients suffer extraintestinal manifesta-
tions (EIMs), which mostly affect the joints, skin, eyes and biliary system.3 Additionally, the oral cavity is also the most 
common site of EIM involvement, especially in patients with CD.4 Periodontitis (PD) is a chronic inflammatory disease with 
a pathogenesis similar to that of IBD. It mainly includes the interaction of dysbiosis of the oral microbiota and the immune 
inflammatory response, eventually leading to periodontal tissue damage and tooth loss.5,6 Currently, several studies have 
shown that PD is related to various chronic diseases, including atherosclerosis, type 2 diabetes, nonalcoholic fatty liver 
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disease, ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease.7–9 Therefore, we need to explore the potential association between IBD and PD, 
which has important clinical implications for reducing and preventing disease.

In recent years, many epidemiological studies have indicated that the incidence and severity of PD is higher in IBD patients 
than in healthy control individuals.10,11 In addition, a Mendelian randomization study also suggested that IBD was associated 
with an increased risk of PD.12 In a previous study, Pietropaoli’s team demonstrated a positive correlation between the severity 
of PD and the severity of intestinal inflammation by establishing a SAMP1/YitFc (SAMP) mouse model of Crohn’s disease.13 

Notably, according to microbiome analysis, studies have revealed a considerable increase in gut colonization by oral bacteria 
in patients with IBD compared to the healthy population.14 This suggested that oral microbial disorders also influence the 
progression of bowel inflammation. In several animal studies, oral administration of pathogenic bacteria of PD 
(Porphyromonas gingivalis, Fusobacterium nucleatum and Haemophilus parainfluenzae) induced intestinal microbiota 
imbalance and barrier function damage in mice, thus causing a gut inflammation response.15–17 Similarly, PD was also 
involved in the development of colon inflammation by the swallowing of salivary microbiota to the intestine.18 Additionally, 
the number of pathogenic Th17 cells (T helper 17) in the oral cavity were increased in patients with PD, and these cells could 
migrate from the oral cavity to the gut, eventually contributing to gut inflammation.19 However, genetic associations between 
IBD and PD have rarely been investigated. Therefore, further exploration of the signature genes and molecular mechanisms of 
IBD and PD could assist in the early diagnosis of both diseases in the future.

Infliximab (IFX), as a representative antitumor necrosis factor (anti-TNF) drug, is a common therapeutic regimen for the 
treatment of patients with refractory IBD in clinical practice, and it can effectively alleviate the clinical symptoms of the 
disease to improve the quality of life of patients.20 However, there are studies suggesting that approximately 20% of patients 
with IBD show nonresponse to IFX therapy.21 Therefore, we explored the response of signature genes of IBD and PD to IFX 
therapy to provide options for preventing the occurrence of these two diseases and potential targets for the treatment of both 
diseases.

To understand early diagnostic and therapeutic targets for IBD and PD, we obtained differentially expressed genes for 
IBD and PD using microarrays. Then, four machine learning (ML) models were utilized to screen for signature genes 
between the two diseases. Then, to further understand the molecular mechanism underlying the relationship between IBD 
and PD, Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment analyses 
were performed. Subsequently, we illustrated immune cell infiltration in IBD and PD samples and calculated the 
correlation between signature genes and immunity. Finally, we investigated the response of the signature genes to 
infliximab treatment to provide treatment and prevention options for IBD and PD.

Materials and Methods
Dataset Sources
The IBD and PD datasets were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (https://www.ncbi.nih.gov/geo/). 
The GSE7521422 and GSE5907123 datasets were used for the GPL6244 platform. The GSE75214 dataset included 74 samples of 
active ulcerative colitis, 59 samples of active Crohn’s disease and 22 healthy control samples. GSE59071 included 74 samples of 
active ulcerative colitis, 8 samples of active Crohn’s disease and 11 healthy control samples. The GSE1613424 and GSE1033425 

datasets were used on the GPL570 platform. The GSE16134 dataset included 241 samples with PD and 69 healthy control 
samples, and the GSE10334 included 183 samples with PD and 64 healthy control samples. Table 1 shows more information on 
these datasets. Figure 1 illustrates the analysis process of this study.

Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes
Using the limma package,26 we explored the GSE75214 and GSE16134 datasets for differentially expressed genes 
(DEGs). The selection criteria for GSE75214 were adjusted P value < 0.05 and |log FC (fold change) | ≥ 1. The selection 
criteria for GSE16134 were adjusted P value < 0.05 and |log FC (fold change) | ≥ 1. Finally, R (4.2.2) software was used 
to construct the heatmap and volcano plot of the DEGs.
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Identification and Enrichment Analysis of Shared Genes
The upregulated DEGs for IBD and PD were intersected to obtain shared genes, and the results are presented using 
a Venn diagram. Next, the GOplot and the clusterprofiler packages27 were used to conduct GO and KEGG enrichment 
analysis on the shared genes.

Machine Learning Screening for Hub Genes
To further screen for the hub genes of IBD and PD, we applied 4 machine learning algorithms, including the generalized 
linear model (GLM), random forest (RF), gradient boosting machine (GBM) and support vector machine (SVM), to 
calculate the importance of shared genes. Next, each model was examined using the DALEX package to obtain the 
cumulative residual distribution, and boxplots and the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curve were utilized to obtain the best model.

Validation of Hub Genes
We evaluated the expression levels of signature genes by the ggplot2 package using boxplots (P < 0.05). The diagnostic 
value of the signature genes in the IBD and PD datasets (GSE75214, GSE16134, GSE59071 and GSE10334) was 
evaluated by the pROC package using the AUC of ROC.28

Table 1 Information on the GEO Datasets

Data set Platform Disease Control Group

GSE75214 GPL6244 74 UC and 59 CD 22 healthy Test
GSE59071 GPL6244 74 UC and 8 CD 11 healthy Validation

GSE16134 GPL570 241 periodontitis 69 healthy Test

GSE10334 GPL570 183 periodontitis 64 healthy Validation
GSE14580 GPL570 8 responders 16 non- responders Test

Abbreviations: UC, ulcerative colitis; CD, Crohn’s disease.

Figure 1 Flowchart of this study.
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ssGSEA
By ssGSEA, this study investigated the infiltration levels of 28 immune cells in disease (IBD and PD) and healthy 
samples, and the correlation between hub genes and immune cells was evaluated using Spearman’s rank correlation 
coefficient (P < 0.05).

Response to Infliximab
To understand the response of hub genes to infliximab, the GSE1458029 dataset (containing 8 responders and 16 non- 
responders to infliximab for IBD) was downloaded from the GEO database to plot boxplots (P < 0.05).

Sample Collection
To collect intestinal tissue samples, 15 patients were recruited from the Gastroenterology Centre of Changzhou Second 
People’s Hospital Affiliated with Nanjing Medical University, including 5 healthy patients, 5 patients diagnosed with 
IBD (3 UC patients and 2 CD patients) and 5 UC patients who responded to therapy with infliximab. The gingival tissue 
specimens were separated into two groups: the control group, comprising gingival tissue from 4 healthy patients who 
required surgery for crown lengthening, and the PD group, comprising 4 patients who were found to have severe PD in 
our dental department and required periodontal flap surgery. All gingival tissues collected measured approximately 
2 mm3. The study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by 
the Medical Ethics Committee of Changzhou Second People’s Hospital Affiliated with Nanjing Medical University. All 
patients recruited were informed about the study and signed an informed consent form.

RNA Transcription and Quantitative Real-Time PCR
Total RNA was extracted from tissue samples by an RNAiso plus kit (TaKaRa) and then reverse transcribed to cDNA 
with cDNA synthesis agent (Vazyme R222-01). qRT‒PCR was subsequently performed using SYBR Green Master Mix 
reagent (Vazyme Q131), and three replicates of each experiment were performed. The relative data were determined 
using the 2−∆∆t method, and β-actin was used as an internal control. Table 2 shows the primer sequences.

Result
Identification of DEGs and Shared Genes
In the IBD dataset GSE75214, 658 DEGs were screened; there were 415 upregulated DEGs and 243 downregulated 
DEGs. A total of 159 DEGs were screened in the PD dataset GSE16134; there were 125 upregulated DEGs and 34 
downregulated DEGs. Among these DEGs, the first 15 DEGs are presented as heatmaps (Figure 2A and B) for IBD and 
PD, and the expression levels of these DEGs for both diseases are presented as volcano maps (Figure 2C and D). A Venn 
diagram (Figure 2E) indicated 43 overlapping upregulated DEGs between IBD and PD, and these are defined as shared 
genes.

Enrichment Analysis of Shared Genes
To investigate the potential regulatory pathways of IBD and PD, we conducted GO and KEGG enrichment analyses on 
the 43 common genes. According to the GO enrichment analysis (Figure 3A), the shared genes were mainly enriched in 

Table 2 The Primer Sequences for PCR

Genes Sequences (5’-3’)

COL4A1 Forward TGTTGACGGCTTACCTGGAGAC
Reverse GGTAGACCAACTCCAGGCTCTC

IGKC Forward GATCTGGGACAGAATTCACTCTCA

Reverse GCCGAACGTCCAAGGGTAA
β-actin Forward CTCCATCCTGGCCTCGCTGT

Reverse GCTGTCACCTTCACCGTTCC
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Figure 2 Identification of differentially expressed genes and the shared genes. 
Notes: (A) The heatmap of the first 30 DEGs in GSE75214. (B) The heatmap of the first 30 DEGs in GSE16134. (C) The volcano map of DEGs in GSE75214 and genes with 
|log FC | ≥ 2 are marked. (D) The volcano map of DEGs in GSE16134 and genes with |log FC | ≥ 2 are marked. (E) The Venn diagram shows 43 shared genes that overlap 
between IBD and PD up-regulation genes. 
Abbreviations: Con, control; IBD, Inflammatory bowel disease; PD, periodontitis.
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immune-related activities, such as the activation of the immune response, leukocyte migration and cytokine-mediated 
signaling pathways. KEGG enrichment analysis (Figure 3B) indicated that the shared genes were mostly associated with 
lipids and atherosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis and the IL-17 signaling pathway.

Identification of Hub Genes by Machine Learning
To obtain the hub genes of IBD and PD, the GLM, RF, GBM and SVM machine learning algorithms were used to 
construct diagnostic models with features. In the diagnostic model for IBD, the four models were then analyzed using the 
“DALEX” R package, and the residual box line plot (Figure 4A) was plotted. Based on the reverse cumulative 
distribution of residuals (Figure 4B) and the area under the curve (Figure 4C), RF (AUC = 1.000) and SVM (AUC = 
1.000) were selected as the best models for the diagnosis of IBD. The same methods were used to find the hub genes for 
PD (Figure 4D and E), and SVM (AUC = 0.847) was the best model for the diagnosis of PD (Figure 4F). The top five 
genes from each model were selected for further screening. Finally, two overlapping genes (IGKC and COL4A1) 
(Figure 4G) were identified that could serve as hub genes for IBD and PD.

Validation of Hub Genes
Next, we validated the expression levels and diagnostic value of IGKC and COL4A1 in independent test sets (GSE75214 
and GSE16134) and validation sets (GSE59071 and GSE10334) for IBD and PD. Figure 5A and B shows that IGKC and 
COL4A1 were significantly upregulated in both IBDs. In the GSE75214 dataset (Figure 5C), these hub genes had excellent 
diagnostic value for IBD: IGKC (AUC = 0.931) and COL4A1 (AUC = 0.978). In the GSE16134 dataset (Figure 5D), IGKC 
(AUC = 0.902) and COL4A1 (AUC = 0.900) had good diagnostic efficacy. Moreover, Figure 5E and F shows that IGKC 
and COL4A1 were significantly upregulated in PD. IGKC (AUC = 0.955) and COL4A1 (AUC = 0.992) had a high 
diagnostic value in the GSE59071 validation dataset (Figure 5G). In the GSE10334 validation dataset (Figure 5H), IGKC 
(AUC = 0.876) and COL4A1 (AUC = 0.866) were also of high diagnostic value.

Immune Cell Infiltration in IBD and PD
Immune and inflammatory responses are crucial in the molecular pathways of IBD and PD. ssGSEA was further applied to 
analyze the differences in immune cell infiltration between these two diseases and healthy controls. Figure 6A and B shows 
the distribution of 28 immune cells in the GSE75214 sample. Figure 7A and B shows the distribution of 28 immune cells in 
the GSE10334 sample. According to the immune infiltration results, we found that B cells, CD4 T cells, NK cells and 
neutrophils were strongly correlated with both diseases. Furthermore, the correlation analysis results of immune cells with 

Figure 3 Functional enrichment analysis. 
Notes: (A) GO enrichment analysis of 43 shared genes. p adjust <0.05 was considered significant. (B) KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of 43 shared genes. (p value <0.05).
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the hub genes (IGKC and COL4A1) suggested that various immune cells had a positive correlation with IGKC and 
COL4A1 in IBD samples (Figure 6C) and PD samples (Figure 7C), and active B cells, immature B cells, MDSCs, NK cells 
and dendritic cells were more highly correlated with IGKC and COL4A1.

Figure 4 Establishing diagnostic models and identifying signature genes. 
Notes: (A) Boxplot of residuals of IBD samples. (B) Cumulative residual distribution plot of IBD samples. (C and F) ROC curve to verify the accuracy of the model. (D) 
Boxplot of residuals of PD samples. (E) Cumulative residual distribution plot of PD samples. (G) Venn diagram for the best model between IBD and PD. 
Abbreviations: IBD, Inflammatory bowel disease; PD, periodontitis; GLM, generalized linear model; RF, random forest; GBM, gradient boosting machine; SVM, support vector machine.
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Response of Hub Genes to Infliximab and in vitro Experiments
We identified the response of IGKC and COL4A1 to infliximab using the GSE14580 dataset. Figure 8A indicates that 
IGKC and COL4A1 were significantly downregulated in the responsive group. According to the qRT‒PCR verification 
results of the hub genes shown in Figure 8B and C, in the comparison between the healthy control and IBD groups, 

Figure 5 Expression level validation and diagnostic value. 
Notes: (A and B) Expression of IGKC and COL4A1 in GSE75214 and GSE16134, respectively. (C and D) ROC curve of the hub genes in GSE75214 and GSE16134, 
respectively. (E and F) Expression of IGKC and COL4A1 in GSE59071 and GSE10334, respectively. (G and H) ROC curve of the hub genes in GSE59071 and GSE10334, 
respectively. 
Abbreviations: Con, control; IBD, Inflammatory bowel disease; PD, periodontitis.
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IGKC and COL4A1 expression levels were higher in the IBD group. In the comparison between healthy control and PD 
groups, IGKC and COL4A1 expression levels were significantly upregulated in the PD group. The findings of qRT‒PCR 
were in line with the transcriptomic analysis. The above results suggest that IGKC and COL4A1 may be important 
diagnostic markers for the comorbidity of these two diseases. In addition, in vitro trials showed significant down-
regulation of IGKC and COL4A1 expression in patients who responded to long-term infliximab therapy compared to 
patients with active IBD.

Discussion
This work utilized bioinformatics to investigate the interactions between genes and molecular pathways in IBD and PD 
and to further reveal the relevance of these two diseases to immune cells. In this study, by intersecting the upregulated 
DEGs obtained from the IBD and PD datasets, we identified 43 genes as shared genes between these two diseases and 
found that these shared genes contribute to the occurrence and advancement of disease mainly through immune and 
inflammatory pathways. Subsequently, through machine learning models, IGKC and COL4A1 were identified as hub 
genes for both diseases and were validated by the validation set and laboratory findings. Subsequently, multiple immune 
cells were significantly expressed in the IBD and PD samples, according to immune infiltration analysis. Finally, drug 
response analysis suggested that infliximab significantly affected the expression of IGKC and COL4A1 in patients 
with IBD.

Figure 6 Analysis of immune infiltration associated with IBD. 
Notes: The heatmap (A) and the violin plot (B) showing the distribution of 28 immune cells in IBD samples and control samples. (C) Correlation analysis between hub 
genes and infiltrating immune cells in IBD samples. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 
Abbreviations: Con, control; IBD, Inflammatory bowel disease.
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The enrichment analysis in this study suggested that the shared genes between IBD and PD are mainly closely related 
to immune/inflammation processes, such as the immune response, leukocyte migration, cytokine‒cytokine receptor 
interactions, cytokine-mediated signaling pathways, and TNF and IL-17 signaling pathways. It is well known that 
both IBD and PD are chronic inflammatory diseases. Proinflammatory factors are key factors in the pathogenesis of 
both diseases. In IBD, neutrophil activation damages the barrier function of the intestinal epithelium through proin-
flammatory factors. As the number of macrophages in the intestinal mucosa increases, the intestinal mucosa produces 
large amounts of proinflammatory factors and chemokines (including TNF-α, IL-12 and IL-23), thus aggravating 
intestinal epithelial damage.30 In several models of PD induced by the use of Porphyromonas gingivalis, proinflamma-
tory factors (such as IL-6, IL-17 and IL-23) secreted mainly by Th17 cells were associated with the pathogenesis of PD, 
with IL-17 promoting alveolar bone destruction by upregulating the expression level of nuclear factor-kb ligand 
(RANKL).31 In a previous study, Kitamoto’s team found that the introduction of Klebsiella and Enterobacter species 
into the gut caused by PD could induce colitis by activating IL-1β secretion by macrophages.19 In addition, the 
pathogenic bacteria of periodontitis, Fusobacterium nucleatum, increases intestinal permeability by disrupting the 
intestinal epithelial barrier, which induces the production of cytokines (TNF-α, INF-γ, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-17), thereby 
exacerbating gut inflammation.32 However, the Figueredo team found elevated expression levels of cytokines (IL-4, IL- 
10 and IL-21) in the gingival tissue of individuals with active IBD.33 In conclusion, the inflammatory response may be 
one of the important pathways for the interaction between IBD and PD, in which the signaling pathway mediated by 
proinflammatory factors plays a key role.

Figure 7 Analysis of immune infiltration associated with PD. 
Notes: The heatmap (A) and the violin plot (B) showing the distribution of 28 immune cells in PD samples and control samples. (C) Correlation analysis between hub genes 
and infiltrating immune cells in PD samples. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 
Abbreviations: Con, control; PD, periodontitis.
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Figure 8 Response of hub genes to infliximab and qRT-PCR validation. 
Notes: (A) Expression of IGKC and COL4A1 in non-reponder samples and responder samples, respectively. (B) Real-time PCR analysis for the mRNA expression levels of 
IGKC and COL4A1 in tissues from patients with IBD, healthy controls and patients who responded to infliximab. (C) Real-time PCR analysis for the mRNA expression levels 
of IGKC and COL4A1 in tissues from patients with PD and healthy controls. ****P<0.001. 
Abbreviations: IBD, Inflammatory bowel disease; PD, periodontitis.
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As with the inflammatory response, the immune response is equally involved in the pathogenesis of IBD and PD, so we 
further explored the relationship between 28 immune cells and these two diseases. Based on the results of ssGSEA, this study 
found that the IBD and PD groups were substantially related to multiple immune cells when compared with the control group. 
It has been reported that pathogenic Th17 cells caused by PD could migrate from the oral cavity into the gut and amplify 
ectopically colonized Klebsiella, thereby exacerbating intestinal inflammation.19 Furthermore, the common causative agent in 
PD (Porphyromonas gingivalis) stimulates the CD4 T-cell response, increasing the Th17/Treg ratio, increasing the expression 
of Th17-related transcription factors and the secretion of proinflammatory factors (IL-17 and IL-4) by activating the TLR17/ 
TLR4-mediated signaling pathway, and decreasing the expression of the Treg transcription factor Foxp3 and the secretion of 
anti-inflammatory factors (TGF-β and IL-10), resulting in increased gut inflammation.34 In a study of IBD, Yuan’s team 
revealed that long-term antibiotic application resulted in dysbiosis of the intestinal microbiota, which not only disrupted the 
intestinal barrier but also increased bone resorption in PD by disrupting the Th17/Treg balance. Next, the application of fecal 
microbial transplantation (FMT) in mice not only improved the disturbance of the gut microbiome but also alleviated PD 
symptoms by reversing the Th17/Treg imbalance in periodontal tissue.35 All the above studies suggest that Th17 cells are 
important immune cells in the interaction between IBD and PD, which is similar to our findings from the immune infiltration 
analysis. Additionally, this study found that B cells, CD4 T cells, NK cells and neutrophils were highly expressed in IBD and 
PD. This may bring new insights to the study of the pathological mechanisms of IBD and PD.

After crossing the candidate genes in the best machine learning model and qRT‒PCR experiments, IGKC and COL4A1 
were found to be the genes with the most diagnostic value for IBD and PD. In a study based on an immunoglobulin assay, 
IGKC was identified as a diagnostic marker for screening for PD.36 Recently, there have been many studies on the IGKC gene 
in the field of oncology, but there is a lack of systematic studies in both IBD and PD. In several studies on breast, colon and 
lung cancer, immunoglobulin kappa chain (IGKC), one of the top B-cell metagenes, is an important immune marker for 
predicting survival and response to adjuvant chemotherapy.37,38 Collagen type IV (Col IV) is the most abundant component of 
basement membranes of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and is produced and secreted mainly by fibroblasts,39,40 endothelial 
cells and epithelial cells. In a study of transcriptomic analysis, the ECM-related gene COL4A1 was significantly expressed in 
patients with CD.41 This may be related to Crohn’s disease promoting intestinal fibrosis. Similarly, COL4A1 was found to be 
significantly upregulated in the development of cardiac fibrosis,42 renal fibrosis,43 and pulmonary fibrosis.44 Furthermore, the 
upregulation of COL4A1 could promote the growth and metastasis of hepatocellular carcinoma by activating the FAK-Src 
signaling pathway.45 COL4A1 could also be a potential gene for diagnosis, prognosis, recurrence and trastuzumab resistance 
in gastric cance.46–48 In the present study, we found that IGKC was closely related to B cells and MDSCs in IBD samples and 
PD samples, which may indicate that IGKC is a B-cell metagene. Similarly, COL4A1 was involved in the immune response. 
In neoplastic samples, COL4A1 was positively correlated mainly with macrophages, dendritic cells, B cells and neutrophils.49 

According to the immune infiltration results, COL4A1 was positively correlated with many immune cells in IBD samples and 
PD samples; it was mainly correlated with B cells, dendritic cells and MDSCs. The above findings suggest that IGKC and 
COL4A1 are involved in the pathological mechanisms of IBD and PD through the regulation of immune cells.

At present, biologics provide a novel approach for the management of patients with refractory IBD. For example, 
infliximab, an anti-tumor necrosis factor (anti-TNF) biologic,20 effectively improves clinical symptoms and intestinal 
mucosal healing in patients with IBD.50 However, there are still some patients with IBD who do not respond to biologic 
therapy in clinical practice.21 Therefore, we then explored whether the hub genes (IGKC and COL4A1) of IBD and PD 
responded to infliximab therapy. Through relevant datasets and in vitro experiments, we found that IGKC and COL4A1 
were significantly downregulated in the infliximab response group. This suggests that infliximab may reduce the risk of 
PD in patients with IBD and that IGKC and COL4A1 are potential genes that respond to infliximab.

The present study has several limitations. Our findings and laboratory studies rely on a dataset of patients with IBD or PD 
rather than patients with both diseases. Therefore, in the future, we need to establish animal models of the combination of IBD 
and PD to validate the potential connection between these two diseases, including the key pathways and immune cells.

Conclusion
This study is the first to reveal the genes interactions and potential mechanisms of IBD and PD using transcriptomic analysis. 
The IGKC and COL4A1 genes were identified as the most significant common signature genes of IBD and PD, which presents 
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potential targets for the therapy of both diseases. Immune and inflammatory responses may be a common pathological 
mechanism of these two diseases. For further drug response analysis, infliximab may be used to treat or prevent IBD and PD.
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